Accommodations and Modifications
Data Collection

1. Fill in the student’s name (first name only).

2. Fill in the student’s disability area (EI, LD).

3. State the problem the student is experiencing.

4. Define the strategy you have decided to use with the student.

5. Record the subject area (math, reading, writing).

6. Record, using “A” or “M,” whether the strategy is an accommodation or a modification.

7. Record the classification of the accommodation or modification and briefly define it.

8. Record whether the accommodation/modification is an IEP requirement (“Y” for yes and “N” for no)

9. Evaluate the accommodation/modification by success rate (i.e. 80%, 8/10 correct).

10. Record whether the accommodation/modification was successful (“S”) or unsuccessful (“U”).

In your final report, you need to include the following:

1. Problem Formulation

2. Data Collection

3. Data Analysis

4. Report the Results

5. Action Plan